
 

The adoption program implemented into an educational program WWII  

For many years our Foundation has maintained a close connection with both the primary and 

secondary schools of the region. There are over 30 schools in the region that have adopted a grave of 

an American soldier, and the students have visited the American Cemetery at Margraten every year. 

When these students, ages 10 – 15, walk around between the thousands of white crosses and Stars 

of David, they are all deeply impressed. Many students from the US, Germany and Belgium are also 

deeply impressed and interested in the stories. For some students, it becomes more personal when 

they realize that their own family members have fought in this war. They become more aware of the 

fact that we now live in freedom without suppression and in a democratic society. They also realize 

that many of the soldiers buried in Margraten were still in school when they joined the army. We 

hope that these children and students will return to Margraten with their parents, and in the future 

with their own children to keep the stories of our soldiers alive. It is necessary and important to tell 

the story about WWII and the American Cemetery at Margraten in order to keep this history alive. 

This is the main reason why our Foundation, in close cooperation with teachers, parents, historians 

and adopters, have asked Rob Essers (www.evisual.nl) to produce an educational video and an 

interactive website to reach this goal.  

This educational project is named “Experience Freedom (Beleef de  vrijheid).” By using modern 

interactive features and new media, we hope to build a stronger connection with school children by 

telling them about WWII, about the American Cemetery in Margraten, and about the stories of the 

soldiers buried there. Schools will receive an educational program ready to be used for digital 

lessons, and schools will be able to visit war sites in the region. The educational program, in 

combination with the adoption of an American war grave, gives them the opportunity to visit the 

grave of their adopted soldier. Our Foundation now has a permanent educational program that is 

important for promoting the Adoption Program as a valuable cultural inheritance for the future.  

This educational program’s main starting point is directed at primary school children, ages 10-12, in 

order to help them begin to learn to appreciate their freedom, and to become more aware that they 

live in a free society. A 30 minute video will aid them with this awareness. The characters in the film 

were played by school children. For students in secondary schools, ages 12-15, the main focus will be 



to develop even more critical awareness and to be able to link history to their daily lives. Students 

will discuss the topics together after watching the video and the educational lesson blocks. They will 

be stimulated to start a discussion with other students and to visit some of the shown locations.  

 

The program has been developed in close cooperation with the teachers of several primary and 

secondary schools. These teachers have ensured us that the educational program is optimally 

connected to current educational methods. Auditions were organized for casting the characters in 

the film. We also asked for input and advice from historians, schools, museums, and other relevant 

organizations in the production of this film and in the developing of these lesson blocks. Currently 

there are 31 schools that have adopted a grave at the American Cemetery at Margraten. Our primary 

focus will be directed at these schools, and our goal for the future will be to expand this educational 

program to other schools in the region. We have already received interest for this program from 

schools in Germany and in the USA. Unfortunately the program is only in Dutch at the moment 

without subtitles for financial reasons but maybe we will be able to achieve that in the future. This 

project became a reality because of the great commitment from the teachers, and the students of 

the primary school, Bocholtz, and because of the commitment from current adopters and many 

others. Some of those involved have shared their experiences further in this article. Additional stories 

are available on our website. (www. adoptiegraven-margraten.nl)  

 

Erik Theunissen, Teacher at the Primary School, “Maurice Rose,” in Margraten 

 

 



Last year I had the privilege to work on this wonderful project. First of all, our school is named after 

Major General Maurice Rose, who is buried in Margraten. This gives us a strong link between the 

school and the cemetery. Besides that, I have been able to work on a project that gives me a tool to 

teach children about WWII, and to help them explore what happened in our own region. A lot has 

been written about WWII and numerous documentaries have been made. The unique element of this 

educational project is the focus on our own region, and also on our own American Military Cemetery. 

Filming in the region makes the video recognizable for many. This invites the children to be curious 

about the local history during the war. By using a smart storyline, children can identify themselves 

with the characters and they become even more involved.  

 

Jori Videc, Teacher of History, Bernhard Lievegoed College, in Maastricht 

In many schoolbooks, WWII is described and explained in general terms and according to the 

prescribed national curriculum. For students, the prescribed curriculum is not always satisfactory. It 

is therefore important to zoom in on local history, which goes much further than just the main events 

and important personalities. By telling personal stories of ordinary people and soldiers, we try to 

bring history closer to the students. This contributes to their awareness that freedom is not a natural 

thing and that war only has victims. On the sacred grounds of a cemetery like Margraten, it becomes 

clear in a glance what price has been paid for our freedom. The attention for local history is 

important, but also modern didactical methods are basic to stimulate the students to learn and to 

get a meaningful historical education. That is why we use partially the concept of ”gamification” in 

our educational methods. Learning by playing, and discovery through digital tools is getting more and 

more important. Besides that, students will become familiar with authentic historical sources like 

archives, old pictures and personal stories of eyewitnesses from various perspectives. Stories are told 

by soldiers, civilians, and allied and German military people. By using these resources, we intend to 

stimulate critical thinking and nuance the student’s historical imagination. The ultimate goal is that 

all students will learn lessons about any war, and that these lessons will stick in their memories.  



 

Remy Geurts, Teacher at the Primary School, Bocholtz 

Over 16 years ago, I adopted a soldier’s grave at Margraten. It was inspiring for me to be able to 

thank our liberators. My grandparents often spoke about the war. Their gratitude is now continued 

by a younger generation. Adopting a grave is not just an adoption certificate, but something you have 

to actively do. It has become a tradition to bring flowers at the grave for Christmas, Easter and 

Memorial Day…for example, a ride to Margraten to bring flowers, to stay a while at our soldier’s 

grave and to cherish our freedom. Several years ago I met the American family of my adopted 

soldier: Joseph W. Hopp. His brother, Henry, was still alive and we still have contact with him and his 

wife. We have visited them twice in the USA. As a teacher at the primary school in Erik Theunissen 
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are fascinated by the stories of Private First Class Joseph Hopp during his training and during his 

battles in Europe. I use the letters that Joseph sent to his mother during the war, and that were 

bundled in a book by his family. The war that seems so far away comes very close. Now students, 

ages 10-12 years, are able to explain what freedom means and what might happen if this freedom is 

taken away. The students were very impressed by the fact that they were able to contribute to the 

educational program by role playing in the movie. They were also impressed by the possibility of 

visiting and cherishing a soldier’s grave at Margraten. They came up with a number of ideas about 

how to pay their respect. Many students have visited Margraten with their parents, in the meantime. 

For the children in grade 8, the adoption of a grave is extra special. They make their annual visit to 

the grave of Lieutenant Enman Warren, the soldier that was adopted by our school. A personal story 

makes history vivid. One who knows history will avoid making mistakes in the future. Mutual respect, 

setting boundaries, taking care of each other, and open communication are important key issues that 

we discuss at our school. Enman Warren will be the best teacher they could ever have. 



  

Fon Kisterman, 

Teacher history Sophianum in Gulpen 

It is of great importance that we remember the episode of the Second World War. There are only a 

few eye-witnesses left that can tell us what it is to live through a war. The way we have shown our 

history is realistic and it makes students aware of the devastating circumstances during WWII. An dit 

also makes them think of how people can easily be agitated by politic leaders during demonstrations 

and use violence.  

It is important tob e aware of the fact that thousands of people lost their lives to achieve the liberty 

we live in nowadays, we have to commemorate these heroes.  

Lest we forget. 

  



We are grateful for the support of our financial sponsors 

 

     

       

 


